Sunrise Revenue Cycle™

It’s all about Outcomes
Sunrise — Building a Strong Foundation

Little is certain in healthcare today, but one thing is for sure: the tie between consistent, high-quality outcomes and financial health is stronger than ever. For future growth and success, it is critical that your IT solutions provide a solid foundation that can support your care delivery process from the first patient interaction through to wellness. A key piece of this foundation is the ability to communicate and share information across the care continuum. The Allscripts Sunrise solutions for hospitals and health systems are built with an open structure that enables this communication and more.

Sunrise solutions have been developed with changing needs in mind. The current foundation provides an adaptable infrastructure that can easily support Accountable Care, Pay for Performance and other industry models and programs. Sunrise provides a strong foundation so you have one less thing to worry about.

The key to successfully overcoming these challenges is twofold: a foundation you can easily adapt when a change occurs, and the ability to automate these changes into repeatable and consistent processes across your organization. With a strong customer base of over 75 organizations, we have proven results in helping organizations overcome challenges and experience outcomes like improved cash flow and increased efficiency.

How can health systems maximize reimbursement and reduce inefficiencies in uncertain times?

- Sunrise Access Manager
- Sunrise Financial Manager
- Sunrise Acute Care
- Sunrise Ambulatory Care

**SUNRISE REVENUE CYCLE**

**SUNRISE CLINICALS**

**SUNRISE PLATFORM AND DATABASE**
Sunrise Revenue Cycle — The Evolution Continues

In addition to healthcare reform and meaningful use priorities, hospitals and health systems have additional imperatives that impact the revenue cycle.

- Prepare for new reimbursement realities
- Streamline operations and optimize resources
- Adhere to government mandates and reporting requirements
- Get paid quickly and accurately for care delivered
- Improve margins
- Provide quality care at a lower cost

The key to successfully overcoming these challenges is twofold: a foundation you can easily adapt when a change occurs, and the ability to automate these changes into repeatable and consistent processes across your organization. With a strong customer base of over 75 organizations, we have proven results in helping organizations overcome challenges and experience outcomes like improved cash flow and increased efficiency.

FUNCTIONALITY THAT WILL HELP DRIVE THE ABILITY TO:

- Streamline processes: automate manual processes and create guided workflows that will ensure consistency and accuracy across the organization
- Integrate the most critical revenue cycle elements: patient registration, patient scheduling and patient financials to support business office needs and functions
- Eliminate lost revenues: capture lost charges, reduce claim denials, and drive clinically accurate, clean claims

Comprehensive Revenue Cycle Management

Sunrise Revenue Cycle provides a single, comprehensive solution to manage the revenue cycle from patient access through to discharge and billing. From the point of scheduling, the system collects vital information to facilitate full reimbursement, and then incorporates workflow quality management, denial management, contract management and collections all in one system with a single sign-in across the enterprise.

The key to successfully overcoming these challenges is twofold: a foundation you can easily adapt when a change occurs, and the ability to automate these changes into repeatable and consistent processes across your organization. With a strong customer base of over 75 organizations, we have proven results in helping organizations overcome challenges and experience outcomes like improved cash flow and increased efficiency.

SunRISE ACCESS MANAGER

Sunrise Access Manager is an integrated suite of patient registration and scheduling solutions allowing the collection of vital information early in the process that can be shared across the enterprise, reducing errors and redundancy and laying the foundation for full reimbursement. The solution includes Sunrise Enterprise Registration and Sunrise Enterprise Scheduling which reside with our clinical and financial solutions in a single database providing seamless workflow capabilities across all Sunrise solutions.

SunRISE FInAnCIAl MAnAGER

Sunrise Financial Manager provides comprehensive revenue cycle functionality for revenue capture, billing and receivables management for both hospital and hospital-based physician billing.

Comprehensive claims management tools drive toward consistent and accurate claim information that is utilized throughout the system. Sunrise Financial Manager allows editing on the fly within claims forms for easier management and processing.

The flexibility inherent in the solution provides a strong foundation that adapts and expands for new reimbursement and care models such as Accountable Care Organizations, Pay for Performance and others that are still evolving.

KEY BENEFITS:

- Optimize utilization of existing resources enterprise-wide
- Improve accuracy of information across the enterprise through single database and integrated processes
- Reduce denials and ensure maximum reimbursement for services provided

KEY BENEFITS:

- Eliminate re-work and manual processes
- Maximize workflow automation, improving productivity and efficiency across the financial process
- Improve cash flow by making the billing process accurate, complete and timely across the enterprise
- Quickly adapt workflows and processes without interrupting your business

Sunrise Access Manager
- Enterprise patient scheduling
- Integrated enterprise master patient identifier
- Patient/visit registration
- Location management
- Medical necessity and eligibility

Sunrise Financial Manager
- Patient revenue capture
- Abstracting and coding
- Patient and third party billing
- Receivables collection and management
- Patient and guarantor portal

Comprehensive Revenue Cycle Management
A Comprehensive Solution

EXCELLENCE FROM IMPLEMENTATION TO ADOPTION

Allscripts delivers more than just software. We work closely with our clients, incorporating a speed to value approach refined through hundreds of successful implementations. These proven methods begin with early identification of improvement opportunities and continue through end-user adoption, dissemination of best practices, ongoing measurement of success and goal refinement. Healthcare providers of diverse sizes, specialties and geographies invest in Allscripts solutions based on our clients’ consistent success improving their outcomes in care, cost and satisfaction.

Allscripts is a leader in providing healthcare organizations with revenue cycle management solutions, with more than 40 years of experience helping hospitals and physician practices improve their business operations.

- Eliminates re-work and manual processes help to streamline your operations.
- Quickly adapts to change without interrupting your business.
- Improves cash flow by making the billing process accurate, complete and timely across the enterprise.
- Maximizes workflow automation, improving productivity and efficiency across the financial process.

About Allscripts

Allscripts is a leading provider of advanced integrated clinical, revenue cycle and performance management software, clinical content and professional services that help healthcare organizations improve clinical, financial, operational and client satisfaction outcomes.

Want More Information?

To learn more about Allscripts, Sunrise Revenue Cycle or other Allscripts solutions, contact your Allscripts representative. Visit our web site at www.allscripts.com or email us at info@allscripts.com.